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rich housings of their steeds—such as hearts pierced
with arrows, a sail guiding a ship, an initial, and in
colours, denoting their state of mind : yellow and black
for grief, green for hope, blue for jealousy, violet and
flame for ardent love. Large assemblies were held in
the lovely houses and gardens, where hunting, poetry,
music, and dancing were the occupations; but the
grave learning and earnestness of Al Hakem's days '
had passed away, and the enjoyments had become far
more sensual and voluptuous than in his time.
There prevailed all the vices of high civilisation and
luxury closely packed. The high-born sons of the old
Arab and Berber tribes did indeed preserve their per-
sonal courage, but the implicit obedience to the head of
their Faith had been lost in revolutions. The treachery
of the Berber had overcome the simplicity of the Arab,
and the Moorish nobles were vain, unstable, and insub-
ordinate ', while the mass of the nation had the ordinary
defects of manufacturing peoples, and were at once
clamorous, vicious, and weak ; their wealthy merchants
indolent, the workpeople tumultuous and violent. The
law devised by the rude Koreishite prophet had no
elasticity to make it palatable to a state of advanced
culture. It could not be a "living oracle," and there
was no revivifying power within the body of Islam.
Mohammed would hardly have owned the graceful,
luxurious pleasure-lovers of Granada, for the stern,
hardy children of Islam; and Omar would have de-
clared they were taking their paradise beforehand.
The Koran was explained away into mysticism, and
toleration was carried to the fullest extent of liberality..
It is likely that the Spanish captive women in the
harems had much leavened the character and feelings
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